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Old WDAD Radio Transmitter
The former 250-Watt tower stood in this approximate location.  WDAD put the tower and station into play on November 4, 1945.  
The radio transmitter was taken out of commission in the mid 60’s.
S&T Bank Arena
This is the site of the former Super 422 Drive-In that opened July 10, 1953.  In 1995, the arena opened as a privately owned sports 
facility.  Thanks to grants provided by Governor Rendell’s administration, White Township purchased the Arena in 2005.  The building 
includes an NHL-size ice surface and a 16,000 sq. ft. turf for many local programs like ice skating/hockey, soccer, lacrosse, baseball, 
softball, whiffle ball, track and field, fitness and others.  In 2006, the indoor facility was named S&T Bank Arena when the Bank became 
the official sponsor.
Bioswale
Stormwater in this facility is directed to underground pipes by planted open channels.  This is a type of stormwater management system 
called bioswales, a green alternative to an all pipe system.  Bioswales improve water quality by allowing small amounts of rain to be ab-
sorbed into the ground and filtering the large storm flows helping to improve overall stream health by reducing pollutants and sediment.
Keystone Rehabilitation Baseball Stadium
To host baseball games, this stadium was constructed by Township staff from 2002 to 2004.  White Township purchased approximately 
700 seats from Three Rivers Stadium, prior to its demolition in 2001.  Thousands of Pittsburgh Pirates and Steelers fans cheered from 
these seats.  
White Township Recreation Complex
This is the site of a former golf driving range.  White Township purchased fifty acres in 1995 and constructed the recreational facilities 
over the next ten years.  The complex hosts many activities including soccer, tennis, baseball, basketball, picnic and community 
events, walking, and geo caching.  
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